
 

Bella Italia Village – Lignano Sabbiadoro – 29 Agosto 2020 

Campionato FVG TrailO 

(bullettin online only) 

The competitors are invited to respect the current FISO protocol about the execution of a 

race, which is available on the FISO website (link);  who won’t do it will be sanctioned with the 

disqualification from the race. The race director will be able to stop the race if the rules won’t 

be respected. 

REGISTRATIONS: strictly within Tuesday 25th August, by mail at iscrizioni@corivorivo.it . 
The organizers will be able to decide if they want to accept late registrations. On Wednesday, 
the list of all the participants ordered by club with the relative fee will be published. Every club 
will have to pay the registrations exclusively by bank transfer to IBAN: 
IT89H0359901899070848500396 heading to “Corivorivo Orienteering Asd” and then 
sending the receipt of the bank transfer via mail to iscrizioni@corivorivo.it. 

Write clearly in the causal: “Registrations to Lignano xyz club”. 

 

MEETING: centro Bella Italia EFA Village, Via Centrale 29, Lignano sabbiadoro, (UD): 
https://www.bellaitaliavillage.com   coords 45.6797,13.1222 

 

 

https://www.fiso.it/_files/f_media/2020/06/20866.pdf
mailto:iscrizioni@corivorivo.it
mailto:iscrizioni@corivorivo.it
https://www.bellaitaliavillage.com/


MAP: 1:4.000; equidistance 2 m. ISSprOM 2019. 

FIRST START: at 3:00 p.m., inside the Village (see the map for the forbidden aria), following 
starting list.  CATEGORIES: Open Elite, Open Junior, Esordienti. 
 

RACE FORMULA: 6 TempO stations. The result will be compound of the answer’s time on 
stations + 30” per error. TempO stations will have 5 questions and 6 flags each. Z (Zero) 
answer will be possible whenever any of the flags is correct. 

ZERO TOLERANCE: is set to 4m or flag placed on another object. 

TEMP-O MAP LAYOUT: maps will be loose, realized with TiM program and plastified. The 
competitors will find the stack of the 5 maps on the chair. Every competitor will need to verify 
that the maps are in the correct order before starting. 

RACE PATH: Length 650 metres, difference in altitude 0. 
FINISH: After last station, 400 metres path to the meeting point inside the Village. You will 

need to follow the last station judges’ instruction. 

EXECUTION: The competitor will find a stack of 5 loose maps on a chair at each station. If 
the competitor wants to answer pointing the letter instead of saying them, he will need to ask 
it explicitly. The judge will say: “You see 6 flags. ALPHA – BRAVO – CHARLIE – DELTA – 
ECHO – FOXTROT – Time starts now”. Then the competitor will be able to open the stack of 
maps and solve the questions. You are not allowed to look at the next map if you didn’t 
answer before, and you are not allowed to go back to a previous question you already solved. 
The time limit for each station will be 150 seconds. 20 seconds before that time the judge will 
warn you saying: “20 seconds”. 

ANSWERS: The answers need to be clear using the International Phonetic (Alpha, Bravo, 
Charlie, Delta, Echo, Foxtrot, Zero). 

 

The software ANT will be used at each TempO station by the judges. 
 

AWARD CERIMONY: at the ending of the race (ca. 5:30 p.m.). The first 3 competitors of the 
categories Open Elite, Junior and Esordienti will be awarded. The results will be published 
exclusively online. 
 
VILLAGE’S ACCESS RULES AND RACE EXECUTION 
According to Bella Italia EFA Village’s anti-COVID rules, in order to access the village, you 
will need to be registered to the race; we then recommend to be at the reception in time to 
complete all the entering operations. At the reception you will need to give your name, that 
will be checked in the race registrations list. After you entered the village you will have to stay 
inside the Wait Area (see the upper map), where there will be toilettes, always minding the 
social distance and the mask. Then you have to go to the starting point (it will be 500m away) 
at least 10 minutes before your starting time (which you can check on the online list) taking 
with you the self-declaration of health status and information as you can see in the “Allegato 
4” of the federal protocol. 
 

Have fun, 

Corivorivo Orienteering ASD 


